
GENERAL RELATIVITY Homework 5 Spring 2017

Due on Monday February 20 by 14.15.

1. Parallelogram. Let A, B, C, and D be four points on a manifold, with coordinates xµ,
xµ + ξµ, xµ + ξµ + ηµ, xµ + ηµ, where ξµ and ηµ are small, so that ABCDA can be thought
of as a small parallelogram. Parallel transport a vector λµ from A to C along the sides of
the parallelogram via the two different routes ABC and ADC, and show that the difference
between the two resulting vectors is (to leading order in the small quantities considered)

∆λα = −Rαβγδλβξγηδ ,

where Rαβγδ has the form in terms of Γαβγ derived at the lecture.

2. Parallel transport on the 2-sphere. Consider a 2-sphere with coordinates (θ, φ) and the
metric (a is a constant)

ds2 = a2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2).

a) Show that lines of constant longitude (φ = constant) are geodesics, and that the only line
of constant latitude (θ = constant) that is a geodesic is the equator (θ = π/2). (Hint: start
by calculating the Christoffel symbols.)

b) Take a vector with components vµ = (1, 0) and parallel-transport it once around a circle
of constant latitude. What are the components of the resulting vector, as a function of θ?

3. Curvature of the 2-sphere.

a) Show that all components of the curvature tensor Rαβγδ of a general two-dimensional
manifold are either zero or ±R1212.

b) For the two-sphere of the previous problem, calculate R1212, the Ricci tensor Rαβ, the
Einstein tensor Gαβ and the Ricci scalar R.

4. Tides. Estimate the height of spring tides and neap tides using Newtonian gravity. Neglect
hydrodynamic effects, i.e. assume that the Earth is composed of a fluid with no internal
forces, so its contours follow equipotential surfaces. (Hint: given the force law ẍi = −φ,i,
where φ is the Newtonian gravitational potential, you will need to consider the tensor φ,ij ,
with contributions from the Sun and the Moon.)

Terminology: Spring tides occur during the full moon or new moon and neap tides during
the half moon (with the Sun and the Moon at a right angle).

Numbers: Mass and radius of the Earth are 5.97 × 1024 kg and 6 370 km; mass and distance
of the Moon are 7.35×1022 kg and 384 000 km; mass and distance of the Sun are 1.99×1030

kg and 150× 106 km. (Approximate the orbits as spherical, i.e. neglect time variation in the
distance to the Moon and the Sun.)


